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10] where parallel DBMSs seeks to improve performance
through parallelization of various operations such as building
indexes and evaluating queries by using multiples CPUs and
DISKs in parallel. The second level is having a successful
Architecture Data Warehouse(DW) will help MDMS to
deliver effective strategic information that exactly meets the
needs of your enterprise to the right people, in the right place,
at the right time, in the right format. Evaluating the success of
the architecture through the measurement of information
quality, system quality, individual impacts, and organizational
impacts[11].

Abstract: In an enterprise setting, a data warehouse serves as
a vast repository of meter data, holding everything from billing
transactions to forecasting consumption. Traditionally, data
warehouses have been implemented through relational databases,
particularly those optimized for a specific workload known as
online analytical processing; A number of vendors offer parallel
databases, but customers find that they often cannot costeffectively scale to the crushing amounts of data an organization
needs to deal with today. The explosion of new types of data in
recent years – from inputs such as the web and Smart appliances,
or just sheer volumes of records – has put tremendous pressure
on the enterprise data warehouse. Face to this disruption, an
increasing number of organizations have turned to Apache
Hadoop[1] to help manage the enormous increase in data whilst
maintaining coherence of the Data Warehouse. We define a new
Meter Data Management System Architecture that differ with
three leaders MDMS, where we use MapReduce[2] programming
model for ETL[3] and Parallel DBMS in SQL commands.

2. REVIEW OF MDM/ REPOSITORY ARCHITECTURES OF THE
LEADERS MDMS
A large number of MDM/Repository architectures are
available to support the growing market. However, with so
many architectures to choose from, a major concern for many
firms is which one to employ in a given MDM/Repository
project. We review and compare several prominent MDM/
Repository architectures based on a common set of attributes.
This architecture need to provide Quality data, low long-term
total cost of ownership, good query performance that results in
increased interactive usage, the ability to get to real-time
feeds, a platform to support mixed, unpredictable workloads
and a scalable path forward as data needs grow.

Index Terms: Data Warehouse, MDM/Repository, ETL,
Massive Parallel Processing, MapReduce.

1. INTRODUCTION :
Recently, Meter Data Management (MDM)[4-8] has
attracted considerable attention. MDM is believed to become
one of the most important future power management
paradigms. Architecture MDM affects the response time of
queries received from different applications such forecasting,
outage management that will have a huge impact on the
production and distribution of energy in the short, medium and
long term. The challenge is to design a parallel processing
architecture to break the data, so each processor performs an
equal amount of work. As you double your processors, you
always double your speeds; MDM is designed to assist in
managing the massive amounts of metering data from
potentially multiple sources in order to create a reliable
database repository and a fast access time to this one. For this
purpose the leaders of the MDMS are seeking to find effective
solutions to keep the desired quality of service, including
reliability, flexibility, and the ease of management. Our hybrid
architecture treats the problem into two levels, a high level
ETL processes constitute the backbone of the MDM database
repository architecture. The vast amount of data makes ETL
extremely time-consuming, the use of parallelization
technologies is the key to achieve better ETL scalability and
performance. Further, the MapReduce programming paradigm
is very powerful and flexible for a distributed computing
program by providing inter-process communication, faulttolerance, load balancing, and task scheduling; We see that
MapReduce can be a good foundation for ETL parallelization
and parallel DBMSs are good for querying of large datasets[9-
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A. MDM/ Repository Platforms
Oracle, eMeter and Itron are the three best-positioned
vendors of meter data management systems.
Oracle is the industry's leading data warehousing platform
for delivering business insights across a wide range of
activities, from optimizing customer experiences to increasing
operational efficiency. Oracle's high-performance and
optimized solutions provide in-database advanced analytics,
enhanced datasets from big data, and industry-specific insights
to drive increased innovation, profitability, and competitive
advantage. Oracle Utilities MDM and Emeter EnergyIP
running on Oracle Exadata[12-14] helps utilities process data
at unprecedented rates – turning data into real intelligence that
improves operational efficiency across every department while
enabling utilities to provide their customers with information
that helps them monitor and manage their energy and water
use. In contrast Itron use Teradata Active Enterprise Data
Warehouse, this platform allows energy companies to access
integrated customer, financial and operational information,
and perform advanced analytics on this data without impacting
operational activities [15].
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A. MPP database Definition

B. Core technology data warehousing methodologies

In MPP databases data is partitioned across multiple servers
or nodes with each server/node having memory/processors to
process data locally. By distributing data across nodes and
running database operations across those nodes in parallel,
MPP database are able to provide fast performance even when
handling very large data stores. The massively parallel, or
“shared-nothing”, architecture allows MPP databases to scale
performance in a near-linear fashion as nodes are added, i.e., a
cluster with eight nodes will run twice as fast as a cluster with
four nodes for the same data.
B. MPP database advantages:
Fast query and load performance; scalable by throwing
more hardware at the cluster, standard SQL, easy integration
with ETL, visualization, and display tools, generally fast to
install, configure, and run, parallelization available via
standard SQL; no special coding required [17-18]
C. MPP Database Architecture:
Fig 1

Comparison of core technology [16]

This architecture is based on a Shared-nothing hardware
design [21] in which processors communicate with one
another only by sending messages via an interconnection
network. In such systems, tuples of each relation in the
database are partitioned (declustred) across disk storage units
attached directly to each processor. Partitioning allows
multiple processors to scan large relations in parallel without
needing any exotic I/O devices.

Teradata Active Enterprise Data Warehouse meets the
widest range of operational and strategic intelligence needs as
the highest performing, most dependable, massively parallel
processing (MPP) platform.
The Oracle Exadata Database Machine deliver extreme
performance for all types of database applications by
leveraging a massively parallel grid architecture using real
application clusters and Exadata storage. Database Machine
and Exadata storage delivers breakthrough analytic and I/O
performance, is simple to use and manage, and delivers
mission-critical availability and reliability

Fig 3

MPP Data Warehouse Architecture [19]

4. DATA WAREHOUSE ARCHITECTURE DESIGN PHILOSOPHY

Fig 2

DW is an asset of an enterprise and exists for the benefit of
an entire enterprise. It does not exist for the benefit of a single
entity to the exclusion of all others in the enterprise. As such,
data in a DW does not conform specifically to the preferences
of any single enterprise entity. Instead, DW is intended to
provide data to the entire enterprise in such a way that all
members can use the data in the warehouse throughout its
lifespan. The concepts and principles of data warehouses will
not immediately equip a reader to design and develop a data
warehouse; however, they will equip a reader to understand
the reasons and intentions underlying DW design. For that
reason, these concepts and principles are collectively known
as DW philosophy [22-24].

Teradata Architecture vs Oracle Architecture [20]

3. MASSIVELY PARALLEL PROCESSING
Highly parallel database systems are beginning to displace
traditional databases for the huge data and transaction
processing tasks. So the challenge is to build an infinitely fast
processor out of infinitely many processors of finite speed,
and to build an infinitely large memory with infinite memory
bandwidth from infinitely many storage units of finite speed.
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A. The leaders MDM/Repository Architecture Design
Philosophy

These data warehousing architectures, which we believe are
fairly representative, the success of these depends on multiple
measures presented above. Considering the importance of the
architecture choice Fig 5 shows the average scores for the
measures across the architectures.

Oracle Utilities MDM and Emeter EnergyIP running on
Oracle Exadata where his architectural philosophy of the DW
is built on independent data marts (IDM), which are the first
endeavors to provide a repository of decision support data, are
typically independent of other data stores and serve specific
and localized needs such as providing data for a particular
application or business unit. By against itron use Teradata
Active Enterprise Data Warehouse arises on an Enterprise
Data Warehouse (EDW) which represents the central
repository for significant parts of enterprise data and its use
extends beyond the specific focus of a department or group of
users. Hence, the EDW roadmap should align with the
strategic objectives of the enterprise supplying data to tactical
decision makers by integrating various data sources to a
common data model and overcoming inherent data quality
issues to develop analytics solutions for varied users.

Fig 5

The success of the five architectures

In a Web-based survey [11][28] included a question among
several about the success of the DW architecture, data
collected on the domain and the size of the data warehouses,
authors have found that the hub-and-spoke architecture is
typically used with more enterprise wide implementations and
larger warehouses.

B. A Reliable Data Warehouse Architecture of an MDMS
If you are working in data warehousing project on an
MDM/repository, you will often hear various names and
differences in their methodologies towards data warehousing.
Although the methodologies used by these companies differ in
details, they all focus on the techniques of capturing and
modeling user requirements in a meaningful way.

5. DATA WAREHOUSE PROCESS ARCHITECTURE
Need to define DW process architecture for an
MDM/Repository and want an overview of key architectural
component, so think of DW as a central storage facility which
collects information from many sources, manages it for
efficient storage and retrieval(DW structures), and delivers it
to many audiences(reporting structures called data marts),
usually to meet decision support and business intelligence
requirements[29-30].

Four measures [11][25] were used to assess the success of
the architectures: information quality, system quality,
individual impacts, and organizational impacts.
The review of the available literature on DW has identified
five predominantly architectures, i.e. independent data marts,
bus architecture, hub and spoke, centralized and federated
[11][16][27]. Fig 4 depicts these architectures

Fig 6

Data WareHouse Process Architecture

A. Load Management:
The goal of the data extraction process is to bring all source
data into a common, consistent format so it can be made ready
for loading into the DW. Load management involves the
following tasks:

Fig 4

• Extracting the data from source systems is converted into
one consolidated DW format which is ready for transformation
processing.
• Transforming the data there are often additional tasks to
complete before you can load data into the DW. Some typical
data transformations such as applying business, cleaning,
filtering, splitting, joining together data from multiple sources,
applying any kind of simple or complex data validation.
• Loading the data often involves the transfer of large
amounts of data from source operational systems, a data

Different types of data warehouse architectures
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preparation area database, or preparation area tables in the DW
database. Such operations can impose significant processing
loads on the databases involved and should be accomplished
during a period of relatively low system use.
B. Warehouse Management
Involves all tasks required to create temporary holding
tables to accommodate merging data for analysis or cleansing
purposes; Create and/or maintain indexes, views, and table
partitions; Aggregate data as necessary; De-normalize data if
needed for performance purposes; Archive data in each of the
DW environments; Complete incremental or full back-ups as
needed.

Fig 8

A. PROS AND CONS[33]
• Advantages: Simple and easy to use, flexible, independent
of the storage MapReduce is basically independent from
underlying storage layers[31], fault tolerance, high scalability;
the best advantage of using MapReduce is high scalability.
Yahoo! reported that their Hadoop gear could scale out more
than4000 nodes in 2008[32]
• Pitfalls: We itemize the pitfalls of the MapReduce
framework below, compared with MPP. MapReduce does not
include a high-level language or Schema, or Index; use a
single fixed dataflow and low efficiency.
B. MapReduce Implementation

C. Reporting management
Reporting management involves tasks required to ensure
that business intelligence (BI) reporting tools direct queries to
the data that will provide the quickest query response. DW
involves a lot of moving parts and requires a significant
investment in process architecture to ensure successful
operation and maintenance. To ensure that service level
agreements are met, process architecture must ensure that all
system processes complete in time.

• Hadoop[34-35] is an Open Source implementation of a
large-scale batch processing system. It uses the MapReduce
framework by leveraging the concept of Map and Reduce
functions well known used in Functional Programming.
Although the Hadoop framework is written in Java, it allows
developers to deploy custom written programs coded in Java
or any other language to process data in a parallel fashion
across hundreds or thousands of commodity servers. It is
optimized for contiguous read requests (streaming reads),
where processing consists of scanning all the data. Depending
on the complexity of the process and the volume of data,
response time can vary from minutes to hours. While Hadoop
can processes data fast, its key advantage is its massive
scalability. Hadoop leverages a cluster of nodes to run
MapReduce programs massively in parallel. A MapReduce
program consists of two steps: the Map step processes input
data and the Reduce step assembles intermediate results into a
final result. Each cluster node has a local file system and local
CPU on which to run the MapReduce programs. Data are
broken into data blocks, stored across the local files of
different nodes, and replicated for reliability. The local files
constitute the file system called Hadoop Distributed File
System (HDFS). The number of nodes in each cluster varies
from hundreds to thousands of machines. Hadoop can also
allow for a certain set of fail-over scenarios.
C. Discuss Mapreduce’s Pitfalls

6. MAPREDUCE
MapReduce is a programming model and an associated
implementation for processing and generating large data sets
with a parallel, distributed algorithm on a cluster[2]. A
MapReduce program is composed of a Map() procedure that
performs filtering and sorting and a Reduce() procedure that
performs a summary operation. The "MapReduce System"
(also called "infrastructure" or "framework") orchestrates the
processing by marshalling the distributed servers, running the
various tasks in parallel, managing all communications and
data transfers between the various parts of the system, and
providing for redundancy and fault tolerance.

Fig 7

MapReduce Workflow

Let us discuss these pitfalls and how they are addressed.
There is no high-level language this makes queries harder to
write and maintain but there are possible solutions to this
problem that introduce high-level SQL-like languages that
compile into a series of MapReduce jobs. The most popular
tools for this are Pig and Hive. Additionally there are no
schemas and no index the solution for this is to use HBase or
other database management system that works on top of
HDFS. Also Low efficiency the solution is Incremental
MapReduce.

As you can see, data are passed into the compute cluster
and divided using DFS and Map-Reduce; When a set of data
exceed the storage capacity of the system that is processing the
data, the Distributed File System (DFS) comes in to distribute
the data across multiple system. When this distribution occurs,
one of the biggest issues that need to be handled is having a
suitable failure tolerable mechanism and recovery method
within the system to ensure no data loss, DFS has several great
capabilities.
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7. MAPREDUCE AND MPP COMPLEMENTARY OR
OPPOSITES[9][3]

8. SUGGESTED ARCHITECTURE
Without using either block or record –level compression,
MapReduce (Hadoop) clearly outperforms MPP(vertica,DBX) in loading process and Scalability Performance, on the
other side MPP databases were significantly faster and
required less code to implement each task, but took longer to
tune and load the data. Hence, we conclude with a discussion
on the reasons for the differences between the approaches and
provide suggestions on the best MDM/Repository
Architecture for An Meter Data Management System. Fig 13
provides an overview of the architecture of the MDM /
Repository suggested, which describes a hybrid approach
between MapReduce and MPP databases for management of
SmartGrid massive data less cost in time and hardware.

Despite many advantages, MapReduce lacks some of the
features that have proven paramount to data analysis in MPP.
In this respect, MapReduce is often characterized as an
Extract-Transform-Load (ETL) tool[9]. The newest wave of
big data is generating new opportunities and new challenges
for businesses across every industry. The challenge of data
integration incorporating data from social media and other
unstructured data into a traditional BI environment is one of
the most urgent issues facing IT managers. MapReduce
provides a cost-effective and massively scalable platform for
ingesting big data and preparing it for analysis. Using
MapReduce to offload the traditional ETL processes can
reduce time to analysis by hours or even days. Running the
MapReduce cluster efficiently means selecting an optimal
infrastructure of servers, storage, networking, and software.
Authors [36] ran the [9] benchmark on Amazon EC2 clusters
of 10, 50, 100 nodes. The results for loading both the
535MB/node unstructured data and 20GB/node structured data
sets are shown in Fig 9

Fig 9

Load Times

Fig 12

On the other hand the results concerning the execution of
the SQL query below that requires a full table scan is show in
Fig 10/11 respectively

Suggested MDM/Repository Architecture.

Architecture suggested has a goal to provide a simple
integration of various existing methodology advantages such
as Dependent DataMarts philosophy, MapReduce Loading and
Scalability performance, and Massive Parallel Processing
databases querying performance for the integration on Smart
metering system.
A. Contribution
Our contribution is twofold, the first; we define and
implement an architecture of MDM/Repository of the smart
grid Fig 12 with the aim to minimize the cost our smart grid
toolkit data access Fig 13. Through the implementation of a
principal MDMS’s component, which his task involves
extracting the data from the source system then a series of
rules or functions is applied to the extracted data in order to
prepare it for loading into the end target at the appropriate
time, this component is based on Apache Sqoop and Flume for
importing structured and unstructured data to HDFS format,
we use MapReduce(Hortonworks Data Platform) as
framework for writing component’s core that process large
amounts of structured and unstructured data in parallel then
exported with Apache Sqoop to the MPP(Parallel
DataWarehouse) as structured database to be input for our
smart grid toolkit.



Fig 10

Grep / Join Task Times

Fig 11

Scalability Performance
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